Abstract

A Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) is a type of self organizing and self managing network which is not made of permanently of sensor nodes of the condition of not having internet infrastructure [6]. A wireless sensor network consists of a large number of nodes spread over a specific area where we want to look after at the changes going on there. A sensor node generally consists of sensors, actuators, memory, a processor and they do have communication ability. But this gives rise to many drastic changes to deal within the network topology such as updating the path, or the network tree etc. The goal of this research paper is to collect the information about networking parameter, networking protocols, networking aspects and use them to improve the energy of RFID Protocol. This involves the study and evaluation of the existing energy efficient Active RFID Protocol on Wireless Sensor Network and identifies the vulnerabilities like packet collision. The analysis of the packet collision and to overcome this vulnerability for enhancing the energy of Active RFID Protocol using NTP (Network Timing Protocol) and to implement the proposed technique & compare it with the exiting technique.
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